OUR VIRTUAL PIVOT

With many schools going fully virtual or adopting a hybrid virtual/in-person schedule in school year 2020-21, the HILL
responded accordingly. Traditionally, our practice has revolved around in-person support, but we quickly adapted
our team and content to a virtual environment to meet the changing needs of our clients. In addition to continuing
our work with our current schools, we took on many new clients and projects as well, and even hired additional staff
to keep pace with the demand.

Some hi hli hts of our virtual work include:
• expanding our services to Rhode Island in partnership with
the Rhode Island Department of Education.
• launching a 10-module virtual Science of Reading series.
• working with regional YMCAs to offer critical after-school
instruction to students in need, beginning during the
summer.
• expanding the YMCA program from 2 schools in 1 district
to 15 schools across 3 districts during the school year.

HILL ONLINE: OUR INVESTMENT IN TECHNOLOGY

HILL for Literacy continues to make strategic investments into HILL Online, which we began piloting last year. In
2020-21, we deployed the application throughout the year in 15 districts in MA, CT, and VT. This resulted in amazing
feedback that we are indeed on track to fulfill demand that is growing nationally. HILL Online supported a wide range
of initiatives that included:
1. More accurate and detailed needs assessment tools to streamline the data gathering process that informs the
strategic work we recommend to districts
2. Improved student assessment data integration and management across multiple platforms
3. Better usage of assessment data to drive more meaningful classroom practice
Our team is now creating an intelligence dashboard for the 2021-22 school year that relates changes in classroom
practice with changes in student performance so improved literacy outcomes can be sustained long-term. We're
answering the question, "what student assessment data changed from one data cycle to the next and what classroom
practice led to those changes?" Our plan is to usher in a much-needed paradigm shift away from purely capturing
data to one where new and valuable literacy insights lead to substantially increased learner outcomes.
HILL for Literacy looks forward to working with
our existing portfolio while expanding to meet
the needs of several new districts next year.
These are exciting times, and the organization
is pleased to be in a position to invest in
innovation and share the benefits with early
literacy educators everywhere.
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